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Abstract 

Hrrrnt simulations G>f thr Fwmilnb Main Ring indicate that the svstrmatic 
nonlinearitrs of decapole ordrr and higher lead to rhaotir behavior and slow 
or suddw amplitude growth after many thousand turns. This behavior is 
swn in thr modrl at emittanrps vrry near the measured acceptance of the 
Main Ring. Thr simulation and results will be discussrd. 

1 Introduction 

The Frrmilab Mnln Ring has long hrrn a subject of acrelerator sim- 
ulations. Considrrable work has been done in attempting to understand 
the bmiting dynamir aperture at the injection energy of A GeV. Previ- 
OUP papers huvr focused on various resonance phenomena and altempts 
lo compensatrll.Z]. More recrntlq however, the emphasis has been on the 
highrr order systematic errors in the Main Ring dipoles. These errors mani- 
fast themselves in longer krm tracking situations whew particles may survive 
for manv thousands of’ turns before departing the aperture. 

In this paper only R f?w models of Main Ring are considrrpd. Thr dis- 
cussion that fnllnws addresses the tools which havr hren unplayed to under- 
stand the dynamic aperture of the model and to understand the nature of 
the <bbservcd pmittance growth. 

2 The Model 

Al each stage of the simulation attempts are made to reproduce conditions 
representing the real Main Ring. This applies to the upper limit of the 
number of turns which arc tracked. In the Main Ring the longest time the 
bram coasts at R GrV is .75 seconds during filling for fixed target physics. 
This crxrrsponds to 35000 turns. Thus the tracking limit is set to 35000 
turns, and partictrs which survive this long are considered to be ‘stable’. 
Thr modrl lncludrs svrhrotron oscillations which havr the effect of modifying 
!he strength of-all kxks, lrnrar and nonlrm-ar, OIICP per turn. In most of the 
raws presrntrd thr peak frartional momentum error was 001. In addition to 
svstrmatir multipnlr moments the random compownts have hecn inrludrd 
using statistical methods. Previous models havr included orbit distortions. 
In a following srction the effect of large orbit distortions are discussed, but 
most of thr work presented in this paper results from n model in which the 
closed orbit goes through th? center ofall thP elrmrnts. ‘I‘he orbit distortions 
which aw used in thr hlain Ring models ATP large local three or four humps 
which, in thr real Mnin Ring. RIG used to get around Lambertson transfer 
magnets In studving the techniques which WCIP applied to the model the 
bumps were wmowd to rliminatp the possihititv that the observed effects 
wert- produd bv a slnglr had place in the ring Thrv will br rrintrodoced 
whrn the toots for evaluating thp modrl arr relined to thr point whrre thrv 
can hr nsrtl in that manner. 

Magnetic mrasuremcnts of dipoles in the Main Ring are the basks for 
thr multipolr distribution in the modrl. Multipolrs through 16-p& are 
inrludrd. The nomhws haw hr~~ modifird slightly to better reproduce the 
chrnmaticitv curve 8s measured in the Main Ring. Figure 1 shows the firId 
in the two stvlrs of hlain Ring dipoles. The Rl dipoles havr R gap that is 
I4 lnrhrs bv 5 inches. The R2 d’ I ~po es h RW a gap that is 2.0 inches by l.0 
inrhrs. In the liguw the normal field shape is shown with the quadrupole and 
srxtnprllr sobtractrd ( to illustrate the rffect of the nnrorrectrd multipoles). 
Note that them is no abrupt edge to a good field region This has thr effect 
of making the dvnamic aperture R more difficult thing to determine since 
thprr will not br a sharp transition brtwwn c;table ordered hrhsvinr and 
pasilv detrrtnhlr unboond~d behavior It is in this rhnotir region that most 
of thr studv has bwn dirrrtpd. Many of the figures originrttr from R model in 
ahlrh thr drrapoir was remnvrd. This mod?t was bang studipd to address 
thr questinn of th? effrctivrnrss of drrapolr corrrrtors 
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Figure I: Firld Shapr in Main Ring Dipoles 

3 Long Term Tracking 

Figure 2 prrsrnts the results ofa series o flong trrm tracking runs. A single 
particle is launched with identical initial amplitudes in both horizontal and 
vertical normalid phase space. The launch point was maintained along the 
positive abscissa in both planes so that the initial normalieed angles, ZIN and 
YIN are 0.0. The figure illustrates the problem of determining the dynamic 
aprrture by this method in that it requirrs a large amount of computer time 
(1000 hours on a Sun S/l 10.) Two factors contribute to thr large amount of 
computer time; the numhrr of turns, and the step size of thr scan If fewer 
turns had been chosrn for this model, a differrnt dynamic aperture might 
have been obtained. The very fine step size of .Ol mm was chosen in order to 
better explore the sensitivity to initial conditions in this region. The small 
step siae is also intended to obviate the need to approach the dynamic aper- 
ture from different directions in four dimensional phase space. This would 
not be the case if the aperture were limited by a low order resonance which 
would have the effect of contorting phasr space into a shape different from 
a four dimensional sphere. In this model the phase space boundary appears 
to be spherical although it exhibits mirrostrurtnre. To verify this, SCR~S UP 
being made from different orientations in four dimensional phase space snd 
so far answers diffrr hy no more than .2 mm. This work is continuing. 

In an attempt to determine the dynamic aperture using less computer 
tlrne than the ‘brute force’ tracking method, SPVC~R~ techniques have been 
explored. One mrthnd USPS a Lyapunov exponent algorithm, and another 
employs the tracking of rigenvalues. Both of theses are based on the four 
by four single torn Jacobian. A third method is bawd on the behavior of 
the quantity called smenr[3] as the dynamic aperture is approached from 
the center of the aperture. In addition to simply wishing to speed up the 
computation is the desire to reveal something about which regions of phase 
space ar? potrntiatly dangerous and to hP nvoidrd. 

4 Jacobian Techniques 

Consider the divergence of two infinitesimally close orbits ~~ c, the 
“tiducral orbit,” and s + 5 under iteration of R mapping. T. Expanding 
iterates to first order about the fiducial orbit results in the following sequence 
of equations. 

2” Tn I(% 11 

4, + I, L Tn-L(z, 1 + tn- 1) 
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Figure 2: Long Term Tracking Results 
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Figure 3: One degree nf freedom phase spare plot from single sextupoie, and 
ci>rrrsponding Lvap~~nov exponrnt plots 
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Here, DT is the Jacobian of the single-turn map Notice that the mapping 
depends on the turn number; this, for example, allows us to include the effect 
of synchrotron oscillations. If 5 grows exponentially, then asymptotically we 
would have 

lF,/=l/” Jn , 

from nhlch we get the rate, 

r F lim i In c, 1 
“-rrn n 

“lirn_~~ln(l~l/lr*~ll) 
!l 1 

For almost all starting values, to. r will converge on the largest Lyapunov 
exponent. If its value is positive, then this indicates exponential divergence 
of orbits infinitesimally close to the fiducial orbit and, by association, the 
existenrr of chaos 

Th? latter form of Eq.1 indicntvs how to proceed on R turn-by-turn ha- 
ais SJ 8s to avoid numerical overflow. Since the system is linear, we CRY 
,‘renormalizr” before each Iteration so that at the beginning of each iterative 
step, j Q- 1 ~ _ I The single-turn Jacob&s are romprlted automatically by 
TEVLAI‘ and fed into thw algorithm. 

The Lyapnnov exponent tcrhnique has brw -pplicd to a single sextupolr 
modd as well as to thr Main Ring. Figure 3 shows t,hr rrsults for the 
sinpIp srxtnpole. The traces with a decreasing linear slope correspond to 
the ordered motion including the orbit in the islands (The Lyapu~~ov curre 
from the orbit in the islands is on top of the traces fi>or the two orbits in the 
central stable region. ‘The island trace was stopped before the end of the plot 
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Figrirp 5: lCigenvalur Analvsis 

so that the other two could be visible.) The two Lyapunov exponent plots 
which don’t decrease are the rhaotic orbits, both of which are lost. Thus the 
Lyitpnnou rxponrnt can predict stability in the case of this simple model. 
The application to the more complicated Main Ring model yields results 
which are more difficult to interpret. Figure 4 shows the traces for four 
different initial conditions. The model is the same one used in the tracking 
shown in Figure 2, so that these results ran br compared directly For large 
amplitude particles (initial coordinates set to 14 mm) the exponent does not 
converge and therefore indicates unstable behavior. For smell amplitudes 
defined to be within the dynamic aperture (9 mm and 7 mm) the history 
of the exponent is converging, although with a very shallow negative slope. 
For a particle near the dynamic aperture the results are misleading although 
a 10000 turn calculrrtion at the 11 mm initial conditions indicated that the 
exponent plot turned up again. Thus it is clear that for this model the 
exponent must be derived from a calculation involving nearly as many turns 
as we used in the tracking. 

Also of interest are the eigenvalues of the single-turn Jacobians. Recause 
the system is Hamiltonian, these are symplectic matrices, which means their 
eigenvalues come in reciprocal, complex-conjugate pairs. Eigenvalues off the 
unit circle indicate a put of the fiducial orbit for which nearby orbits diverge 
exponentially on a single-turn basis, which suggests resonance-like behavior, 
perhaps the presence of B nearby sepwatrix with associated chaotic layer. 
(Regrettably, remaining on the unit circle does not necessarily mean regular 
motion: the set of matrices with eigenvalues on the unit circle is not closed 
under multiplication.) 

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3. The upper grid displays 
information directly from the tracking. The flat line is & turn by turn display 
of the horizontzxl and vertiral amplitudes taken in quadrature The sinusoidal 
curve is thr momentum nfthe particle. The erratic curve indicates the extent 
to which the energy of the particle is in the horizontal or vertical plane. If 
the coupling were to transfer ~11 of the energy into th? horieontal plane then 
this curve would he at the top of the plot. If the motion is all vertical, 
then the curve would be at the bottom of the plot RS it is at turn 340. The 
middle grid is used to display the angle of the four eigenvalues, and the 
lower grid displnys the distance of the eigenv~lups from the origin If all 
four eigenvalurs are on the unit. circle then this display will simply be a tine 
at the 1.0 1~~1. l’wo of the cigenvrrlues can be seen leaving the unit circle 
indicating instabilities. It CRIB be seen that a.) this occurs more frequently 
when the partirlr is at the larger momentum and h.) each time it occurs the 
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Figuw 6 A sliw of 500 turns in main ring singlr particle tracking. The 
snld lint- is thr drip, the points are the quadratic sum of thr transvrrsr 
emittanrrs. Thr vertical scales arc 0 02 prr rfnt prr division for dI’/P and 
0.5 mmmr for the errrittance 

partirlr rncrgv is mnr~ horienntnl than vrrticzl. This is consistent with th? 
Main Ring mod.-1 which exhihlts poorer field quality toward the outside of 
the aputurr 

5 Orbit Analysis 

Various approachrs have bern taken to ~nalvzr thr hrhavior of the modrl 
in order to undwstand thr CRUSC of the rmittanrr growth. A correlation be- 
twwn thP momentum oscillatinn and transverse cmittance growth is observed 
in thr long trrm tracking Figure 6 shows the turn by turn plot of dl’/f’ 
and thr qnadraticallv summed transvrrsr emitlances from both planes. For 
large dP,ff’, or when th? particle is rarrird outward by the RF, a growth 
in rmittanrr arises. This sogg&s a stronger nonlinearity toward the outer 
part of thr aprrturr. Some tracking was done to further Pin down thr nature 
of this asvmmctrv in the horizontal plane 

‘I’h? dlstinctlv different orhIt rhnractPrlstirs hetwrpn positive and negative 
&‘,/f’can be caused bv asymmetry Pither in th? field rontrnt which is seen in 
Figure I 1 or in thr closed orbit itself, namely large orhlt excursions around 
transfer drvicrs To rlarify this, a study was rarrird ant tn isnlatr these 
two cffrcts. Thf result shows that the asvrnmrtrv in firld content alone is 
rrslmnilblr ft)r thr diff?r(wt c)rbit rharartPristirs for dr’,ll’ < 0 and dPf P > 
0 

TO drtrrmine if an outstanding kick, rathrr than the distributed nonlin- 
~arltirs, indurrd th? pmittanrr growth when the beam is toward the nutsidP 
uf th? alwrturr~ R single turn around thr marh~ne was b~ll~wrrl with various 
rombirmtinnb of initial transverse cuordinatp? and rnrlrnrntun~ offsrts. These 
values corrt~spond 111 the rxtremp dl’/P valrlrs as shown in Figure 6. Figure 
7 shows lhe vert~ral onr tern orbits with thr closed orbit subtracted out. 
‘l‘tl? tW,I linrc ~0rrrSJlOIld to rtli~rtI?lltlllrl 0ff~t~ 0f (j.nol aild f o on] lF 

sp~~rtlv~l, Initml t ransv~rw coordinates arc taken iw>m those corresponding 
t 0 df’i I’ ~I.011 in a typical run. but a varirtv of initial coordinntrs were 
usrd to drmr~nstratr that the effect orinitial orbit size is nnt relevant. From 
FignrP 7 it is rlpar that, no outstanding targr kirk ran br hctd responsible for 
thP amplitude growth when dP/f’ t 0.1X1, nor ran the initial transverse 
csmrdinatr Thr fi~~lrl (award thr insrrlr ,>f thr xprrtnrr actually scrvcs tc, 
crtnfinr tht, amplitude of thts vertical orbit oscillation The same pffwts arp 
not i,l~s~rvrd in thl- boriznntal motion 

6 Concluding Remarks 

7 he rnt,ttl,)<ls rlisrussrd in this paprr havr twn rlbjertives. Primarily thr 
gr>al is til drl?rminr~ thr dvnamic aprrturc <,I” c given ncrrlrratnr model. 
Trarking provide+ an answer although marly thnusnnds of twrns are needed 
and manv initial rilnditlons must hr cxplowd. Thr ronre-pt of smxr ran bc 
rrwd to ~*>n\-‘rg<‘ <ora thr dynamic alwrturr mom qu~cklv. Figurr X shows a plot 
of smear as a funrtinn elf :~mpIitudt* for thr samr modrl as shown in Figure 2. 
t‘h( ~,m<‘i,r, I>~~UIIIC~ highlr zrnsitiic 113 thr Initzal ronditi<lne a! 10 1 mm. 

the amplitude defined as the dynamic ayerturr from the tracking shown in 
Figure 2. The smear was calculated based on tracking for 5000 turns. If 
500 turns are used to determine the smear, this approach yields a dynamic 
aperture at 10.75 mm for this model. Thus it is important to use enough 
turns in the calculation of the srne~r, and it appears that the number needed 
is on the order of 10% of the number needed for straightforward tracking. 

Secondly tools are applied to thr model in order to gain insight about 
the features of the model that lead to emittamp growth. In particular the 
eigenvalur technique can provide an early indicator showing that the orbit 
is visiting regions in phase space that are unstable on a angle or few turn 
basis. 
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Figure i’: Single turn with closed orbit subtracted Solid line: 
di,‘P = O.OOl,Dotted line: dP/P = i-0.001. 

Main Ring Model minus decapole 
Step Size is .l mm 
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Figure R: Smear as a function of Amplitude 
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